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What is Regics?

Regics is a powerful, easy-to-use and cost effective software for managing the online process for meetings and events as well as for defining and implementing web-based surveys.

• Web-Based
• Easy-to-use – easy to teach
• Scalable
• Responsive & Powerful
Regics Value – Surveys Matter

• Uncover Answers
• Evoke Discussion
• Base your decisions on Objective Information
• Compare Results
Regics – Grow your process w/ Survey Management

- Combining Objective and non-objective
- Best Practices
- Survey Reports
Registration Solved

• Build and Manage Registration Process
• Best Practices
• Reporting Tools
Regics Value – Discovery on and after Event Day

• Increased Visibility
• Increased Efficiency of Staff Performance
  • The Value of Pro-active vs. Reactive on Event Day
• Increased Productivity
• Annual Improvements – Sustaining your Brand Excellence
Regics - Summary

• Regics – Web Based, easy to use, low cost
• Value Proposition – To you team, to your customer
• Innovation Lab!
  • Lets talk about YOUR Regics!
  • Tips & Tricks, Free Consultation, Best Practices
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• Don’t forget! Complete the session feedback survey in the EMS Live! 2015 mobile app to increase your prize winning chances!

#EMSLive15